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Abstract

Using ground based magnetometer data and an in-house developed quasi two dimensional (QTD) theoretical ionospheric model,

we investigate differential response of the E region ionospheric current system to the solar flare events which occurred on 20

February 2002, and 24 September 2011. An abrupt increase in $\Delta$H (positive crochet/Solar Flare Effect (SFE)) was

observed at Thirunelveli during 24 September 2011 event, while a decrease in $\Delta$H (reduced crochet/SFE) was observed

during the other event. The reduction in $\Delta$H was observed on 20 February when there were no signatures of counter

electrojet (CEJ). As per QTD model simulations, the ratio of integrated Hall to Pedersen conductivity decreased more on 20

February at EEJ heights. As the conductivity ratio is directly proportional to the vertical polarization field, a decrease in

conductivity leads to a reduced EEJ strength on 20 February 2002. In the presence of an additional SFE current system at

the boundary between D and E region, during solar flare, the crochet is the resultant of EEJ and SFE. On 24 September, both

the EEJ and SFE current systems were strong with the vortex center close to the equator and a positive crochet was observed.

On 20 February, on the other hand, both EEJ and SFE were weak as the current vortex was away from the magnetic equator.

Hence we surmise that SFE not only depends on the strength of the solar flare or the background electrojet condition but also

the position of vortex of current systems.
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Abstract10

Using ground based magnetometer data and an in-house developed quasi two dimensional11

(QTD) theoretical ionospheric model, we investigate differential response of the E region12

ionospheric current system to the solar flare events which occurred on 20 February 2002,13

and 24 September 2011. An abrupt increase in ∆H (positive crochet/Solar Flare Effect14

(SFE)) was observed at Thirunelveli during 24 September 2011 event, while a decrease15

in ∆H (reduced crochet/SFE) was observed during the other event. The reduction in16

∆H was observed on 20 February when there were no signatures of counter electrojet17

(CEJ). As per QTD model simulations, the ratio of integrated Hall to Pedersen conduc-18

tivity decreased more on 20 February at EEJ heights. As the conductivity ratio is di-19

rectly proportional to the vertical polarization field, a decrease in conductivity leads to20

a reduced EEJ strength on 20 February 2002. In the presence of an additional SFE cur-21

rent system at the boundary between D and E region, during solar flare, the crochet is22

the resultant of EEJ and SFE. On 24 September, both the EEJ and SFE current sys-23

tems were strong with the vortex center close to the equator and a positive crochet was24

observed. On 20 February, on the other hand, both EEJ and SFE were weak as the cur-25

rent vortex was away from the magnetic equator. Hence we surmise that SFE not only26

depends on the strength of the solar flare or the background electrojet condition but also27

the position of vortex of current systems.28

Plain Language Summary29

Response of ionospheric current systems to solar flare events have been studied us-30

ing magnetometer and an in-house developed ionospheric model. During an X1.9 class31

flare on 24 September 2011, the Equatorial Electrojet (EEJ) current was enhanced, where32

as during a M1.5 class flare on 20 February 2002, a depletion in EEJ was observed in mag-33

netometer observations. During solar flare event, an additional current system (SFE) forms34

at the boundary between D and E region heights. The combined effect of EEJ and SFE35

current systems during solar flare events determines the flare response. Using model cal-36

culations we found that the integrated conductivity ratio controls the current density.37

On 24 September (equinox period) both EEJ and SFE current systems were near to equa-38

tor and the effect of SFE was more evident leading to a positive crochet impact. On 2039

February 2002 (winter equinox), on the other hand, SFE was far away from equator to40

show any impact. Hence during the first event, the effect of SFE is more visible in the41
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magnetometer observations as an enhancement, where as during the second events SFE42

effect is minimum and EEJ is decreased in accordance with the decrease in the conduc-43

tivity in the EEJ heights.44

1 Introduction45

Solar flares are sudden and intense brightenings of highly localized regions on the46

surface of the Sun. It is known that solar flares contribute as a main source of solar ra-47

diation in the EUV and X-ray wavelengths and thereby show a profound impact on the48

Earth’s ionospheric system (Mitra, 2001; B. Tsurutani et al., 2005; B. T. Tsurutani et49

al., 2005; B. Tsurutani et al., 2009; Rao & Rao, 1963; Nagata, 1966; Oshio, 1967, ref-50

erences therein). The solar flare induced changes in the terrestrial ionosphere are gen-51

erally referred to as “crochets” or Solar Flare Effects (SFE)(Campbell, 2003). The term52

crochet arises from a French word for hook because of its shape as seen on a magnetogram.53

It is now known also as solar flare effect (SFE) considering the location of its origin (Curto,54

2020, references therein). the Crochets or SFEs, recorded by a magnetometer at ground,55

represent changes in the ionospheric currents associated with the arrival of enhanced elec-56

tromagnetic radiations from the Sun (McNish, 1937a, 1937b; Rastogi, Rao, Alex, Pathan,57

& Sastry, 1997; Rastogi, Pathan, Rao, Sastry, & Sastri, 1999)58

Near the magnetic dip equator, a belt of strong eastward current exists which ex-59

tends to ±3◦ latitude on the both sides of the dip equator and is termed as the Equa-60

torial Electrojet (EEJ) current system. As the solar flare enhances the ionization and61

the conductivity, the EEJ current system in the ionosphere also get affected, and its sig-62

nature gets imprinted in the ground based magnetometer observations as magnetic cro-63

chets (Rastogi et al., 1997, 1999; Chakrabarty, Bagiya, Thampi, Pathan, & Sekar, 2013;64

Xiong et al., 2014; Annadurai, Hamid, Yamazaki, & Yoshikawa, 2018). Many of the pre-65

vious studies showed evidence for a concurrent enhancement in the EEJ during solar flares66

under normal electrojet conditions, which is known as positive crochet (Rastogi, 1996;67

Rastogi et al., 1999). Evidences are in plenty too to show negative SFEs during Counter68

Electrojet (CEJ) conditions with the further intensification of CEJ (Rangarajan & Ras-69

togi, 1981; Rastogi et al., 1999). The intensification of CEJ by the solar flare is known70

as the negative solar flare effect or negative crochet and is suggested to be due to the71

counter electrojet currents at equatorial latitudes at the time of the flare (Rastogi, 1996).72
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Many studies reported that it is the pre-flare solar quite (Sq) current variations which73

controls the SFE in terms of the direction and magnitude (McNish, 1937b). The local74

time and latitude dependence of SFE amplitude were studied by Rangarajan and Ras-75

togi (1981). They observed that SFEs were negative at the longitudes where morning76

counter electrojet prevailed. This implies that a same flare can cause different imprints77

on EEJ around the globe depending on the different pre flare ∆H conditions. Rastogi78

et al. (1997) reported changes in the three geomagnetic components H,Y and Z during79

a magnetic crochet on 15 June 1991 at different stations in the Indian sector. They re-80

ported a positive variation in H, a negative variation in Y and positive variation of Z near81

the magnetic equator.82

Though it is typically observed that EEJ and CEJ strength get enhanced due to83

the enhanced E-region ionization associated with flares (Rastogi et al., 1999; Rastogi,84

Chandra, & Yumoto, 2013), some observations also suggest that flare related density en-85

hancements at the magnetic equator can produce negative crochets even at the time of86

normal equatorial electrojet current/ Sq current (Curto, Amory-Mazaudier, Torta, & Men-87

vielle, 1994a; Manju, 2016; Yamazaki, Yumoto, Yoshikawa, Watari, & Utada, 2009; An-88

nadurai et al., 2018). Curto et al. (1994a) called this negative crochet as reversed SFE89

and reported that their occurrence is maximum during 10 – 12 LT. Hereinfater we will90

use the term reversed SFE for the negative crochet during normal EEJ/Sq period. Sev-91

eral explanations have been put forward for the occurrence of reversed SFE, but the ex-92

act reason is still unknown (Curto et al., 1994a; Curto, Amory-Mazaudier, Torta, & Men-93

vielle, 1994b; Curto, 2020). Yamazaki et al. (2009) analyzed the reversed SFE which was94

confined to a limited longitude sector (around local noon) on 18 June 2000 and 3 July95

2002. They conclude that reversed SFE at dip equatorial latitudes cannot be explained96

either by the morning or by the evening counter electrojet and its generation mechanism97

is not yet well understood. It was speculated that some local current systems (other than98

global Sq current system) might be responsible for the generation of reversed SFE.99

Manju (2016) showed divergent responses of the vertical polarization electric field100

to the solar flares events on 9 September 2005 and 20 February 2002 using HF radar ob-101

servations. An increase in the vertical polarization field was observed on 9 September,102

while it was shown to decrease during a M5.1 flare event on February 20, 2002. Recently103

Zhang, Liu, Le, and Chen (2017) studied the behavior of the equatorial electric field (EEF)104

measured by the Jicamarca Incoherent Scatter Radar(ISR) and JULIA system during105
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solar flares between 1998 and 2008. The study revealed decrease in EEF and a negative106

correlation between the EEF and ∆H during solar flare events. They suggested that en-107

hancement in the Cowling conductivity may modulate the ionospheric dynamo during108

solar flares. However, their observations were mainly restricted to the positive crochets109

of ∆H. Earlier Rastogi et al. (2013) had examined the existence of reversed SFE at dip110

equatorial stations during local noon time. They demonstrated that solar flares affect111

the electrojet current (∼ 107 km) more than the global current (115 –120) as shorter wave-112

lengths of the flare spectrum are generally absorbed in the lower regions of the ionosphere.113

Another important study was the investigation of a differential response of iono-114

sphere to the two solar flare events which occurred on 9 August 2011 and 24 Septem-115

ber 2011 (Annadurai et al., 2018). A reduction of the eastward equatorial electrojet was116

observed during 9 August 2011 event, while the daytime eastward equatorial electrojet117

was seen to get enhanced during the 24 September 2011 event. Using spherical harmonic118

analysis of the observations from nearly 160 ground stations, Annadurai et al. (2018) showed119

that the equivalent current system of the geomagnetic crochets for the 24 September 2011120

event had a similar behaviour as that of the background Sq current system, which, in121

turn, resulted in a positive crochet impact. On the other hand, the crochet current sys-122

tem revealed a different pattern compared to the background Sq current system on 9 Au-123

gust 2011. This study highlighted that crochet is not simply an enhancement of Sq but124

it a combined effect of background Sq and SFE current systems.125

All these studies indicate that the impact of each solar flare on the EEJ can be dif-126

ferent. This is perhaps because modulations in the ionospheric E-region conductivity and127

dynamo during reversed crochets is not fully understood. In this context, we studied the128

response of EEJ to two flares on 24 September 2011 and 20 February 2002. A X1.9 class129

of solar flare occurred on 24 September 2011 which started at 14:30 LT, peaked at 14:48130

LT and ended at 15:00 LT. The other event was on 20 February 2002 when a M5.1 class131

of solar flare erupted at 11:00 LT, peaked at 11:20 LT, and ended at 11:24 LT. Both the132

flares peaked during local noon, but the solar flare on 24 September 2011 caused an en-133

hancement in EEJ (positive crochet or SFE), whereas on February 20 2002, the normal134

EEJ was seen to get weakened (a reversed SFE) as a prompt response to the flare. Us-135

ing an in-house developed quasi two dimensional physics based ionospheric model (QTD),136

we studied the response of the ionosphere to these two solar flare events and investigated137

the differences in the ionospheric conductivity in the lower and upper E region of the iono-138
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sphere. The observations and initial results are described in Section 2 followed by dis-139

cussion and conclusion.140

2 Observations141

2.1 Background solar conditions142

While extracting the solar flare impacts on the ionosphere, it is important to en-143

sure that there were no geomagnetic storms and substorms during the period under study.144

The interplanetary electric field can cause prompt changes in the coupled magnetosphere-145

ionospheric system and mask all changes due to solar flare impact. Whenever there is146

a polarity reversal in the electric field, instantaneously get transmited and alter the iono-147

sphere (Senior & Blanc, 1984). The interplanetary electric field, SymH index and au-148

roral electrojet index on the two days (20 February 2002 and 24 September 2011) were149

examined (Figure not shown). During the flare period there were no changes of IMF po-150

larity. On September 24, the maximum variation in SymH index was up to -10 nT while151

on February 20 it varied up to -15 nT. This shows that the effect of ring current on EEJ152

can be discounted. AE index was also checked to ensure that the auroral electrojet on153

September 24 and February 20 was also normal.154

2.2 Solar flare events on 24 September 2011 and 20 February 2002155

The solar X-ray flux of the two flares events were obtained from Geostationary En-156

vironmental Stationary Satellite (GOES) which provides the X-ray flux in the wavelength157

regime 0.1 –0.8 nm with 1 min cadence. The EUV fluxes were obtained from the Solar158

EUV Monitor (SEM) onboard SOHO satellite (Ogawa, McMullin, Judge, & Korde, 1993).159

The SEM experiment provides the EUV flux in two spectral bands (26 –34 nm and 0.1160

–50 nm). We used 0.1 –50 nm spectral channel to study the impact of solar flares on the161

equatorial electrojet currents. The cadence of the EUV flux was 15 s.162

On 24 September 2011, an X class flare (X1.9) erupted from the active region 1302163

after the local noon. The temporal variation of X-ray and EUV flux are shown in Fig-164

ure 1a. The flare started at 14:30 LT, peaked at 14:48 LT and ended at 15:00 LT. It was165

an impulsive flare which lasted for about 30 minutes. Compared to the pre-flare condi-166

tion, the X-ray enhanced by a factor of 110 which is clear from the Figure 1a. The tem-167

poral variation of X-ray and EUV flux on 20 February 2002 is shown in Figure 1b. Three168
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M class flares occurred on this day at 7:54 LT, 11 LT and 15:06 LT respectively. The flares169

at 7:54 LT and 15:06 LT were M4.1 and M4.2 class flares respectively and that at 11:00170

LT was a M5.1 class flare. On 20 February the flare started much early at 11:00 LT, peaked171

at 11:20 LT and ended at 11:24 LT. Compared to the X-class flare of September 24, the172

enhancement in X-ray on February 20 was about 60 times more than the pre-flare value.173

As already discussed, previous studies have shown that the impact of each solar174

flares on the Earth’s ionosphere is different. One factor which determines the effective-175

ness of solar flare is the Central Meridian Distance( CMD) from where the solar flare erupts.176

Depending on the CMD, a flare can be limb flare or central flare. A limb flare has a weaker177

impact on the ionosphere, compared to a central flare because the EUV fluxes, which178

are the main source of ionisation, would get absorbed by the solar atmosphere for a larger179

CMD of limb flare (Le, Liu, Chen, & Wan, 2013). In the present study, both flares were180

limb flares with CMD 59 and 66 respectively and hence EUV enhancement is very less181

compared to X-ray182
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Figure 1. Temporal variation of X-ray and EUV flux a) on 24 September 2011 b) on 20

February 2002

183

2.3 Behaviour of the EEJ currents in response to solar flares184

A magnetometer records the magnetic field fluctuations contributed by the local185

magnetic filed variations and global magnetic field fluctuations associated with ring cur-186

rents (Rastogi & Klobuchar, 1990). To isolate the EEJ contributions from the total field,187
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a method is to to subtract the ∆H values from a low latitude station like Alibagh from188

those at Tirunelveli (Nair, Rastogi, & Sarabhai, 1970; Rastogi & Klobuchar, 1990). But189

if the interest is to isolate the local magnetic field fluctuations from global one, the method190

proposed by Choudhary, St.-Maurice, Ambili, Sunda, and Pathan (2011) can be followed.191

The method is an empirical approach to assess how the global currents responsible for192

the SymH variations affected individual stations. We selected magnetometer observa-193

tions (Hm
SymH) at Thirunelveli (8.71◦ N,77.75◦ E, dip-2.9◦) in the local time interval 2194

AM to 3 AM when local contributions are minimal. A linear regression is performed be-195

tween Hm
SymH and Sym-H variations for the month during the local time interval 2 AM196

to 3 AM. This gave the average response of Thirunelveli for the month.197

Hm
SymH = H0 + C ∗ SymH (1)

where the background magnetic field H0 and the constant C were obtained from198

a linear regression mentioned above. Hence the perturbation from local currents, ∆H199

can be obtained by removing the SymH contribution using the below equation200

∆H = Hobs −H0 − C ∗ SymH (2)

where Hobs is the observed magnetic field at any given time and Sym-H is the recorded201

value at the same particular time.202

We have used the ground based magnetometer data provided by the Indian Insti-203

tute of Geomagnetism, Mumbai to study the ∆H variation during solar flare events (http://204

www.wdciig.res.in). We chose these two flare events in our study as they are free from205

other space weather disturbances like Coronal Mass Ejections and associated geomag-206

netic disturbances and hece easy to isolate the effect of solar flare on ∆H. The conven-207

tional ground based magnetometer data with 1 min cadence is used in the study to un-208

derstand the geomagnetic field variation during the solar flare.209

Figure 2 a and b shows the comparison of ∆H observations on 24 September and210

20 February with the nearest quiet day. As shown in Figure, the green line in figure cor-211

responds to the ∆H value on flare day and the magenta line is for the quiet (control) day.212

The arrow indicates the time when the flare peaked. Figure2c and d are the enlarged por-213

tion of Figure 2 a and b. On 24 September, a positive crochet was observed during the214
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peak phase of flare when ∆H increased by 18 nT (70%) compared to a quite day. The215

crochet was observed only on flare day and the ∆H recovered the control day value just216

after the flare. The arrow indicates the time when the flare peaked. We may note that217

with the commencement of the flare, ∆H showed a prompt enhancement and peaked with218

a time delay of 3 minute.219

In Figure 2b, we can note how ∆H varied on February 20 2002. Since the first flare220

occurred during the morning hours, when the solar zenith angle was large, the ioniza-221

tion would be much low and any enhancement in ionization due to flare will not be re-222

flected on ∆H. But surprisingly there is a prompt depression in ∆H from 130 nT to 110223

nT and from 14 nT to 7 nT after the onset of flares at 11:00 LT and 15:06 LT respec-224

tively when we expected an enhancement due to enhanced conductivity during a solar225

flare. Despite the enhancement in the ionization, we observed a reduction in the hori-226

zontal magnetic field. Despite the fact that the flare occurred at normal electrojet time,227

a negative variation of SFE was observed at Thirunelveli on 20 February 2002. For this228

solar flare event, Manju (2016) had reported a decrease in vertical polarization electric229

field and the percentage of reduction in mean Doppler frequency was 15.6% at 106 km.230

Similarly the percentage of reduction observed in ∆H was 15.4%. We observed a ten minute231

time lag between the peak phase of flare and the maximum reduction in ∆H.232

233

3 Model simulations by Quasi-two dimensional photochemical model234

To understand reasons for the positive and negative effects of solar flare, the quasi235

two dimensional model (QTM) simulations are used. The QTM solves continuity equa-236

tions using the method of characteristics for calculating ion and electron density (Ambili,237

St.-Maurice, & Choudhary, 2012; Ambili, Choudhary, St.-Maurice, & Chau, 2013). The238

model consider s photoionization, photo dissociative ionization, and photo electron im-239

pact ionization of four neutrals namely, NO, O2, N2 and O. It also includes photoion-240

ization of atomic oxygen (O) into metastable states such as O+(2D) and O+(2P ). All241

chemical reactions including ion atom interchange reactions of atomic ions and subse-242

quent dissociative recombination reactions of molecular ions are also included in the model243

(St-Maurice & Torr, 1978; Schunk & Nagy, 2000; Richards, 2011). The neutral density244

profiles of O2, N2 and O and the neutral temperature were obtained from Mass Spec-245
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Figure 2. Temporal variation of a) ∆H over Thirunelveli 24 September 2011 b) ∆H over

Trivandrum on 20 February 2002. Figures c and d are enlarged portions of a and b respectively

trometer Incoherent Scatter radar-E-90(MSIS-E-90) model http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa246

.gov/vitm0/msis vitmo.html.The altitude profile of NO density is calculated in the247

model using the equations give by (Schunk & Nagy, 2000). IRI model gives the estimate248

of ion and electron temperature http://ccmc.gsfc.nasa.gov/modelweb/models/iri249

vitmo.php. The SOLAR 2000 model is used to obtain the solar flux from 1 to 1350 Åwhich250

includes both X-ray and EUV fluxes. We have used the data from SOHO and GOES in251

the model also for reproducing the flare effect on solar flux during flare time. The rel-252

evant cross–sections and the resulting photoionization and photoabsorption rates were253

taken from references given in Schunk and Nagy (2000). More details on model is avail-254

able in Ambili et al. (2012, 2013); Ambili, Choudhary, and St.-Maurice (2014).255

To understand the flare impact on the D and E region of equatorial ionosphere, we256

only focus on the ionospheric region between 70 and 130 km which is a photochemistry257

dominated region and hence excluded the transport process. Since the time scale of the258
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diffusion process is longer compared to the timescale of flare effect, we have omitted the259

diffusion process as well(Ambili et al., 2012). The model calculates the electron density260

at every 5 minute interval for an altitude range of 70-130 km at a vertical resolution of261

1 km. The selected spatial and temporal resolution (1 km & 5 min) is sufficient to study262

the characteristics of ionosphere during solar flare events. To incorporate the enhance-263

ment in the solar flux during solar flare events, the entire wavelength regime (1 –1350264

A) is multiplied by the enhancement factor obtained by GOES and SOHO data. The265

enhancement in both X-ray and EUV is obtained by dividing the flux by the preflare value266

of the flux, i.e, the flux before the onset of the flare. The electron density profile is sim-267

ulated for two different conditions to compare how differently ionospheric traits appear268

when there is a solar flare and no solar flare. We simulated model runs for (a) non–flare269

case, without giving any enhancement in the solar radiation and (b) flare case which in-270

cluded the enhancement factor.271

Figure 3a and b shows the electron density profiles for 24 September 2011 and 20272

February 2002 cases simulated with QTD model during peak phase of flare. The red line273

in each figure shows the electron density profile for non–flare condition(i.e, without giv-274

ing the flare enhancement factor in the radiation) and the black line represents the elec-275

tron density with flare conditions. It is observed that during the pre-flare period, the den-276

sity profiles simulated in the non–flare condition match well with the electron density277

profiles representing the flare condition. When the flare erupted, the density started in-278

creasing on both days and when the flares peaked, the density also peaked. On 24 Septem-279

ber 2011, in the E region (above 90 km), the maximum electron density enhancement280

was 383% where the density increased from 8.87×104 cm−3 to 4.29×105 cm−3. Below281

90 km, in the D region, the electron density increased from 2.29×103 cm−3 to 2.24×104282

cm−3 and the density enhancement was 880%. For the M class flare event on 20 Febru-283

ary 2002, the maximum density enhancement is observed in the D region (615%) which284

had an increase from 4.71×103 cm−3 to 3.36×104 cm−3. The E region was enhanced by285

282% ( from 1.18×105 cm−3 to 4.55×105 cm−3). For both the flare cases, the D region286

density enhanced more compared to E region. Richmond and Venkateswaran (1971) showed287

that the X-rays in the 2 –10 Årange, which enhance during solar flares, are effective in288

ionizing the region at 80–100 km altitude (D region)289

290
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3.1 Variations in the Vertical polarization electric field during flare291

The variations in the Equatorial electrojet current during solar flare event is as-292

sociated with conductivity and electric field changes. The vertical polarization electric293

field (Ez) in the EEJ is given by the relation (Richmond, 1973)294

Ez =

∫
σHds∫
σP ds

Ex (3)

where Ex is the global curl free E-W electric field, σP is the Pedersen conductivity, σH295

is the Hall conductivity, and ds is the elemental length of the geomagnetic fileld line along296

which integration is carried out from an altitude in the dynamo region to an altitude,297

where the conductivities become negligibly small (∼ 70 km). The Pedersen and Hall con-298

ductivities depend on the electron density (Ne), apart from collision and gyro frequen-299

cies of ions and electrons. The electron density (Ne) was estimated using QTD model300

for both the non-flare and flare conditions. The collision frequencies of the ions and elec-301

trons are calculated using the equations suggested by Schunk and Nagy (2000).302

The conductivity is calculated using the collision frequency, electron density and gyro303

frequency of electrons and ions. The Pedersen (σP ) and Hall(σH) conductivities are given304

as:305

σP = Ne × qe(
νin

mi(ν2in + ω2
i )

+
νen

me(ν2en + ω2
e)

) (4)

σH = Ne × qe(
ωe

me(ν2en + ω2
e)

− ωi

mi(ν2in + ω2
i )

) (5)

Here ω represents gyrofrequency of ions and electrons as indicated by the subscripts i306

and e, and ν represents the collision frequencies of ions with neutrals and electrons with307

neutrals as indicated by the subscripts in and en respectively. The integrated Hall and308

Pedersen conductivity ratios are calculated for flare and non-flare conditions.309

Figures 3c and d respectively show the altitudinal variations in the ratio of the height310

integrated Hall and Pedersen conductivities on 24 September 2011 and 20 February 2002311

at the peak phase of flares. The red line in the plots is the ratio of the conductivities that312

were calculated for non-flare (rnonflare) while the black curve represents flare conditions313

(rflare). As shown in the Figure, on 24 September 2011, the ratio decreased from 19.26314
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to 18.3 (5% reduction) in the E region, while it increased from 3.0 to 5.7, ie, 87% enhance-315

ment in the D region. On 20 February 2002 also the same features were observed but316

the percentage of deviation is -15% for the E (reduced from 18.7 to 15.7) and 52% (in-317

creased from 3.2 to 4.8) in the D region. It is very clear from the Figure that there is318

an altitude dependent variation in the conductivity ratio. The reason for the observed319

variation in integrated conductivity ratio directly related to the relative variation occurred320

in Pedersen and Hall conductivities as shown in Figure 3 e and f for the two flare cases.321

It is clear from the Figure 3 that the Hall conductivity enhanced more than the Ped-322

ersen conductivityduring peak phase of flares around 90 km height. However the Ped-323

ersen conductivity is enhanced more in the EEJ height region (∼105 km). Hence the Hall324

to Pedersen conductivity ratio got enhanced in the D region and reduced in the E re-325

gion. The percentage differences between the ratio for the flare and non flare cases (
rflare−rnonflare

rnonflare
∗326

100) for the two flare cases are shown in Figure 4. During the quite period, when there327

is no flare, the difference is zero. But as the flare erupts, difference becomes positive in328

the D-region and increases as the peak phase of the flare approaches, and decays to zero329

when flare subsides. At the EEJ heights (above 105 km), on the other hand, the differ-330

ence is negative and becomes minimum at the peak phase of the flare for both the flare331

cases. The difference is more positive (∼87%) in the D region on 24 September and more332

negative (15%) in the E region on 20 February. It is to be noted that variations in the333

height integrated conductivity depends not only on the magnitude of increase in elec-334

tron density at different altitudes, but also on the shape of the electron density profile335

from D region and above (relative enhancement in each height), in addition to the time336

of occurrence of the flare (Manju & Viswanathan, 2005).337

338

4 Discussion339

It was earlier believed that the primary impact of a flare in the ionosphere was to340

increase the electron density, and hence crochets (SFEs) were considered just as an en-341

hancement in the background Sq currents (McNish, 1937b). Later it was recognized that342

SFEs were actually due to an another current system, in addition to the normal Sq cur-343

rent system, forming during a solar flare (Van Sabben, 1961; Annadurai et al., 2018; Curto,344

2020, reference therein). The enhanced conductivity in the D region or at the bound-345
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ary between the D and E regions of the ionosphere (80 – 85 km) during flare is believed346

to cause the SFEs (Pinter, 1967). This current flows in the D region of the ionosphere347

with its foci away from that of the Sq current system (Curto et al., 1994a; Gaya-Piqué,348

Curto, Torta, & Chulliat, 2008; Van Sabben, 1961, 1968; Veldkamp & Van Sabben, 1960;349

Yasuhara & Maeda, 1961) which is located in the E-region of the ionosphere. A regu-350

lar day to day variations in the geomagnetic field intensity on solar quiet days and EEJ351

over the geomagnetic equator controls the Sq current system between 90 and 120 km.352

Minor differences in the direction of the equivalent current between SFE and Sq/EEJ353

are attributed to the height difference of the current-flowing layer between SFE and Sq/EEJ354

(Van Sabben, 1961). We have studied the relative importance of the SFE and EEJ cur-355

rent system during a solar flare leading to varying signatures in the ground based mag-356

netometers at the dip-equator. We used flare events on 24 September 2011 and 20 Febru-357

ary 2002 for this study. A positive crochet impact was observed on 24 September 2011358

and reversed crochet on 20 February 2002, while the flare happened around local noon359

time in both the cases with a normal EEJ during pre-flare period. The flare intensity360

however was different during the two events. While X-class flare was observed on 24 Septem-361

ber 2011, the class of flare observed on 20 February was M1.362

Over the geomagnetic equator, the EEJ is controlled by the vertical polarization363

electric field (Ez) which is directly correlated with the ratio of integrated Hall to Ped-364

ersen conductivity and the E-W zonal electric field, Ex (Ref. Equation 1). However since365

the Ex changes only slightly in the E region, it is the conductivity gradients which dom-366

inate the divergence of the vertical Hall current (Kelley, Ilma, & Crowley, 2009). Dur-367

ing a solar flare event, huge enhancement in ionization, both in the D and E regions of368

the ionosphere, is observed associated with the EUV and X-ray outbursts of flares. The369

stronger solar flare has higher-energy (i.e., the shorter-wavelength) radiations which are370

generally absorbed at the lower regions of the ionosphere (D region). Richmond and Venkateswaran371

(1971) showed that the X-ray radiation in the 2 –10 Årange, which enhances during so-372

lar flares, are effective in ionizing the region around 80–100 km altitude. On 24 Septem-373

ber, we observe that the D region plasma density got enhanced by 880%, while the en-374

hancement in E region was 383% only. Even on 20 February, there was enhancement in375

D and E region plasma density during flare, albiet a less compared on 24 September. There376

were 615% and 282% density enhancements in D and E region respectively. We may also377

note that the flare not only enhanced the density, it also changed the shape of the pro-378
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file and altered the integrated conductivity ratio as shown in Figure 3c and d and Fig-379

ure 4. The conductivity ratio in the D region (below 90 km) enhanced by 52% on 20 Febru-380

ary and 87% on 24 September. In the E region, on the other hand, this ratio decreased381

by 5% on 24 September, and 15% on 20 February.382

Since changes in the conductivity ratio directly affects the strength of the vertical383

polarization electric field and hence the EEJ, it can be construed that the background384

vertical polarization electric field also got modulated by a factor as given by the percent-385

age of deviation shown in Figure 4 during flare. We may therefore conclude that the cur-386

rent in the D region also might have been enhanced by ∼87% on 24 September and by387

∼ 52% on 20 February. At the same time, the flare induced a reduction in vertical po-388

larization electric field in the E region heights on both the flare cases with the percent-389

age reduction more on 20 February (15%) than on 24 September (5%). The combined390

effect has been that though the flare induced a reduction in conductivity ratio at the E391

region on both the cases, a positive crochet was observed on 24 September and a neg-392

ative crochet on 20 February.393

A noteworthy part of observation on 20 February 2002 has been about 15% reduc-394

tion in the ∆H over Trivandrum during the peak phase of the solar flare with a time de-395

lay of 10 minute. The HF radar at Trivandrum on 20 February had also noted a 15.6%396

decrease in the Doppler velocity at 106 km at the time of peak phase of the flare (Manju,397

2016). As the HF radar observed Doppler velocity is directly proportional to the ver-398

tical polarization electric field, reduction in Doppler velocity stands for a decrease in the399

vertical polarization field and hence reduction is the EEJ. We calculated changes in con-400

ductivity ratio and hence the vertical polarization electric field (Ez) during flare using401

the QTD model, and with the help of Equation 1 found that the Ez also decreased by402

15%. Thus even though the flare produced an enhancement in the D region conductiv-403

ity ratio, the magnetometer observed a negative SFE impact. This result strongly sug-404

gests for the existence of factors other than a mere enhancement of solar radiation which405

modulate the appearance of the reversed SFE.406

In a related study, Curto et al. (1994b) surmised that since the enhanced ioniza-407

tion during the flare time is at lower altitudes (below 100 km), there is a net descent in408

the ”center of gravity” of the conducting mass. Using the neutral wind data obtained409

from the Saint-Santin radar, they showed that the horizontal wind below 100 km was410
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eastward and wind reversed above 110 km. The descending motion of the conducting411

mass, combined with the direction of neutral winds in the lower and middle parts of the412

dynamo region produced a change in the direction of the integrated current. Hence at413

the lower altitudes, the currents were westward and above 110 km, where Sq current ex-414

ists, the currents were eastward. Yamazaki et al. (2009) also suggested that the reverse415

SFE can be caused by the low-altitude westward currents enhanced during a solar flare.416

Here we did a similar analysis to see if there was a differential wind on 20 February 2002417

which resulted in a negative crochet. Since we do not have real measurements of winds418

either on 20 February 2002 and 24 September 2011, we used horizontal wind model re-419

sults (Hedin, 1992) to derive altitudinal variations in the neutral winds at Trivandrum.420

In Figure 5 we show the altitudinal profile of zonal winds on 24 September 2011 and 20421

February 2002 respectively. We may note that there was no reversal in the direction of422

the neutral wind on either of the days below 110 km and the winds remained westward423

where both EEJ and SFE induced current systems exist. This suggests that the reversed424

SFE observed on 20 February 2002 may not be due to the westward current generated425

by eastward winds.426

A time delay between the solar flare onset and negative crochet occurrence have427

been shown to be related to the time taken by equivalent SFE current to develop. An-428

alyzing the 9 August 2011 solar flare event, Annadurai et al. (2018) suggested that the429

equivalent SFE current system, which represents the ionospheric current system super-430

posed on the background Sq current system, shows response in about 3 minute after the431

occurrence of the solar flare. Our observation shows a time delay of 10 minute in the oc-432

currence of a reversed crochet in response to solar flare. The exact reason for reversed433

crochet at noon time, in the absence of CEJ, however is not well understood.434

435

The above discussions can be summarized as follows436

1. The net effect of the solar flare at the equatorial ionosphere current system de-437

pends on the strength and positioning of the flare induced currents system (SFE),438

and the background solar quite current votex (Sq Current system). Van Sabben439

(1961) reported that the current system induced by SFE is not symmetrical about440

the geomagnetic equator and showed seasonal shift in vortex centre as shown by441
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solar daily variation. The Sq vortex centre is generally at a lower latitude than442

those of the SFEs. The mean difference in latitude is 6◦. The positioning of these443

vortex centres is important in determining the strength of current systems at the444

equator. If the Sq current vortex is far away from the magnetic equator, as in the445

Winter solstice period, considerable reduction in EEJ is observed (St-Maurice, Am-446

bili, & Choudhary, 2011; Yamazaki & Maute, 2017). Hence on 24 September, the447

strength of EEJ and SFE is more compared to 20 February.448

2. In September, the background EEJ is already strong because daily variation vor-449

tex is near by the equator and the SFE current system is also strong during the450

equinox period Van Sabben (1961). Hence the decrease in the vertical polariza-451

tion field (by 5%) at the EEJ height may not be as effective as the 87% enhance-452

ment in SFE current system in the magnetometer observations as a positive cro-453

chet (70% of enhancement in EEJ during the peak phase of flare). As discussed454

by Annadurai et al. (2018), the equivalent current system of the geomagnetic cro-455

chets (SFE) during the 24 September 2011 flare event also showed a similar pat-456

tern with the background Sq current system at low and mid latitudes and a pos-457

itive crochet in magnetometer.458

3. Manju (2016) explained the decrease in the vertical polarization electric field on459

February 20 2002, as observed by HF radar at Trivandrum, by replicating the elec-460

tron density profiles in two different ways. First case: E-region was given 30 times461

enhancement but D region was increased only by 3 times with respect to the nor-462

mal; second case: D region was increased by an order of 2 and E region by a fac-463

tor of 2. These density profiles were then used to create the ratio of height inte-464

grated Hall to Pedersen conductivity. In the first case, the ratio of the integrated465

conductivity increased when there was flare but in the second case, when the en-466

hancement was more in the D region, the ratio decreased at EEJ heights. We also467

followed the same method but instead of randomly enhancing the density, we cal-468

culated the electron density profile using the QTD model and incorporated the469

exact enhancement in the EUV and X-ray from SOHO and GOES respectively470

in the solar flux at the time of flare. For both flares, enhancements in the D re-471

gion were more compared to E region. This is understandable because during flare,472

enhancement is more in X-ray compared to EUV and short wavelength (high en-473

ergetic X-rays) can penetrate more to D region and cause enhanced ionization. In474
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fact, D region ionization is more when the flare is stronger. It is also worthwhile475

to note that both flare are limb flare and EVU enhancement might be minimum476

(Le et al., 2013) to enhance E region as reported by Manju (2016). Hence the rel-477

ative enhancement of D and E region density as proposed by Manju (2016) might478

not be the reason for positive and reversed crochets during solar flares.479

4. As the EEJ currents are weaker during winter solstice period (Yamazaki & Maute,480

2017, references there in), any further reduction in vertical polarization field at481

the time of a flare can further reduce the strength of EEJ . We may note that the482

reduction in Doppler frequency as observed by HF radar (Manju, 2016), reduc-483

tion in the vertical polarization electric field estimated using QTD model, and the484

reduction in ∆H strength observed by magnetometers were all ∼15%. It is clear485

from the above discussion that the effect of the SFE current system, which was486

enhanced during flare was minimum at the equator. This is because as reported487

by Van Sabben (1961); Curto et al. (1994a), the SFE vortex is at higher latitude488

than those of daily variation Sq, that means it is further away from the equator489

during the Winter solstice period. Hence the effect of the SFE current system is490

minimal. Referring to earlier flare studies, it is observed that compared to equinox491

and summer solstice, the magnitude of crochet is always small during the winter492

solstice period (Manju & Viswanathan, 2005; Chakrabarty et al., 2013).493

5. Curto et al. (1994b) reported that the reversed SFE is a combined effect of de-494

scending motion of enhanced conducting mass and the existence eastward winds495

at the lower altitudes. However the present analysis didn’t show any indication496

of eastward winds and hence westward currents at the lower altitudes where SFE497

exists.498

6. Yamazaki et al. (2009) reported that reversed SFE around noon time might be499

caused by the low-altitude westward currents enhanced by an intense solar flare.500

From our calculations, it is clear that the current system, produced by SFE at the501

lower altitude (D region), depends on the background condition. SFE can gener-502

ate a westward current only if there is westward wind or a CEJ (partial CEJ) con-503

ditions prevails at the dip-equator (Rastogi et al., 1999, 2013). On the other hand,504

SFE can simply enhance the background current system without altering the di-505

rection. On 20 February 2002, there is no evidence of CEJ or partial CEJ, hence506

reversed SFE observed was not because of enhanced west ward current system.507
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It is related to the position of the SFE and Sq vortex centres and the strength of508

the two current systems.509

From above discussion, it is clear that the crochet which is present during solar flare510

is because of the current system which is developing during solar flare. The magnitude511

and direction of crochet not only depends on the enhancement of ionization, but also on512

the strength and position of back ground Sq/EEJ, and SFE current systems. Depend-513

ing up on the position of Sq vortex, seasonal variations in EEJ strength is observed at514

equatorial region (Yamazaki & Maute, 2017). Positioning of Sq vortex center also affect515

the SFE vortex and its latitudianl shift (Van Sabben, 1961; Curto et al., 1994a, 1994b).516

Curto et al. (1994a) reported that at equinox, the SFE and Sq vortices happen to be at517

same latitudes. However, in summer a difference as high as of 11◦ is observed. During518

equinox period, when both EEJ and SFE are strong and close to equator we can expect519

a positive crochet. Negative crochet (enhancement of ∆H in the negative direction) is520

present only if CEJ/partial CEJ prevails in the E region. However reversed crochet is521

reduction in magnetic field during normal EEJ/Sq period. It is the resultant of Sq and522

SFE current systems. The crochet is determined by the relative strength of the two cur-523

rent systems at the equator. Curto et al. (1994a) reported that reversed SFE is the re-524

sultant of variations in the ionospheric current system geometry due to the displacement525

of the SFE system in longitude and/or latitude with respect to the Sq system. He also526

also proposed that negative SFE must appear in zones between the focus of the vortice.527

Finally, a note on the seasonal and solar activity impact. A X-class flare event hap-528

pened on September 24 2011, which is autumnal equinox period while the M5.1 class flare529

event happend on February 20 2002 which was the end of winter solstice period. Also,530

2002 falls in the active phase of the solar cycle 23 while 2011 is the solar minimum pe-531

riod of the solar cycle 24. In order to evaluate how the flare intensity vis-a-vis solar ac-532

tivity and solar season impacts on the crochet formations, we made some hypothetical533

model runs for both the events. For September 24 2011, we reduced the Xray and EUV534

intensity to make the X-class flare intensity to a M class flare, and increased on Febru-535

ary 20 2002 to make it an X-class flare. Though the intensity of the flares was changed,536

we could not observe any drastic change in the difference in the ratio of the integrated537

conductivities during the two events. This indeed indicates that the seasonal variation538

of current system also contributes to the observed phenomenon. This may be one of the539
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reasons that reduced crochet is not common for all flares. Hence, the SFE not only de-540

pends on the strength of the solar flare or the background electrojet conditions, but also541

on the position of Sq and SFE vortex of current system and its seasonal and solar ac-542

tivity variation. More detailed and quantitative analysis is required to understand the543

occurrence of reduced SFE around noon time when normal EEJ prevails.544

5 Conclusion545

We studied the response of EEJ to two flare events on 24 September 2011 and 20546

February 2002. A positive crochet was observed in the magnetometer observations on547

the first event, whereas a reduced crochet (negative crochet during a normal EEJ pe-548

riod) was observed on the second event. It is normal to observe a negative crochet in the549

presence of CEJ or partial CEJ. It was however interesting to note that on 20 February,550

there was no CEJ or partial CEJ signatures in ∆H at the time of flare when a negative551

crochet was observed. We investigated reasons for positive and reduced crochet using552

the QTD model simulations. The ratio of integrated Hall to Pedersen conductivity was553

calculated based on the model results. We observed that the ratio in the D region was554

enhanced during both the flare events while the ratio depleted in the E region with max-555

imum depletion on 20 February. We analysed all the factors which might be affecting556

the strength and direction of crochet. It is known from the past studies that during so-557

lar flare an additional current system forms at D region or boundary between D and E558

region heights. Effectively there are two current systems during solar flare and the cro-559

chet is the resultant of the two current systems. The solar flare can enhance the ioniza-560

tion and conductivity and hence the strength of the current systems but do not alter their561

direction.562

During equinox period, EEJ is strong with the vortex center close to the equator563

(Yamazaki & Maute, 2017). As reported in the earlier studies, during equinox period SFE564

current system is also close to the Equator (Van Sabben, 1961; Curto et al., 1994a). Since565

SFE current vortex is close to the equator, we can expect the maximum effect during566

equinox period. Hence on 24 September, even though the conductivity ratio was decreased567

by 5% at EEJ heights (∼ 105 km), a positive crochet was observed. Actually this en-568

hancement in magnetic field is the contribution from D region current system. Since EEJ569

is relatively strong, the decrease in conductivity ratio at EEJ height is not affected much.570

However on 20 February, EEJ itself is weak as the current vortex is ∼35◦ away from the571
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magnetic equator. According to Van Sabben (1961), the SFE current vortex might be572

further pole ward. Hence the effect of SFE is minimum and its not visible in the mag-573

netometer observations. However, 15% reduction observed in ∆ H directly correlated to574

the 15% reduction in the integrated conductivity ratio at the EEJ heights. Hence we con-575

cluded that SFE not only depends on the strength of the solar flare or the background576

electrojet condition but also the position of Sq and SFE vortex of current system and577

its seasonal and solar activity variation.578
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Figure 3. Altitude variation of a) Electron density during flare and non flare period on 24

September 2011 b) Same as that of Panel a on 20 February 2002 c) Integrated conductivity ratio

during flare and non flare period on 24 September 2011 d) Same as that of Panel c on 20 Febru-

ary 2002 e) Enhancement in Pedersoan and Hall conductiity on 24 September 2011 d) Same as

that of Panel e for 20 February 2002
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Figure 4. Temporal variation of percentage of deviation of integrated conductivity ratio a) on

24 September 2011 b) on 20 February 2002
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Figure 5. Temporal variation of zonal wind at various altitudes at a) on 24 September 2011

b) on 20 February 2002
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